
DirectLink for GarageBand and Logic Readme

DirectLink is compatible with GarageBand '08 (v4.1.2) and Logic 8.0.2 upwards

Getting Started
1. Connect your Oxygen keyboard, turn the power on and run Garageband.  The 

software will recognise your Oxygen keyboard automatically.
2. Select Preset 10 on your Oxygen Keyboard to access the DirectLink support.

Please review Section 7 of the User Guide for a description of the controls available 
through DirectLink in Logic.

The GarageBand controls are described below:

Track Selection - Track selection is achieved on the Oxygen using the 8 buttons below 
the Sliders.  If there are more than 8 tracks in your song, then you can use the Track 
Down/Up Buttons to select the previous or next bank of 8 tracks.

There are no Track select Buttons on the Oxygen 25.  Therefore, the Track Down/Up 
buttons select the previous or next track in your song.

Controlling Track Volumes - The 8 Sliders on the Oxygen control the Volume of Tracks 
1-8 respectively.  If there are more than 8 tracks in your song, then you can use the Track 
Down/Up Buttons to select the previous or next bank of 8 tracks.

The Volume of the selected track is always controlled by Knob 1 on the Oxygen 25, since 
the 8 Track Sliders do not exist.

Mute Tracks - Hold down the button below the 9th Slider and press one of the 8 Track 
Select Buttons.  This will mute the respective track.  No controls are available for track 
muting on the Oxygen 25.

Master Volume - The slider on the Oxygen 25 or the 9th Slider on the other models will 
control the Master Volume of GarageBand.

Parameters in the selected Track - The 8 knobs of the Oxygen keyboard map to 
various parameters in the selected track as follows:

Knob 1 = Volume (Oxygen 25 only)
Knob 2 = Pan
Knob 3 = Send 1 (most commonly “Echo”)
Knob 4 = Send 2 (most commonly “reverb”)
Knob 5 = Low EQ Freq
Knob 6 = Low EQ Gain
Knob 7 = Hi EQ Freq
Knob 8 = Hi EQ Gain

To see all of the parameters within the selected track, expand ‘details’ in the ‘Track info’ 
pane on the right-hand side of the GarageBand window.  To hear the effects of the 
knobs, you need to enable “Visual EQ” and the 2 sends effects below (most commonly 
Echo and reverb).

DISCLAIMER

DirectLink for GarageBand and Logic is provided as-is, with no warranties, expressed or 
implied.
DirectLink is a Trademark of Avid Technology, Inc.
GarageBand is a Trademark of Apple inc.
Logic is a Trademark of Apple inc.


